DETOUR SECTION MEETING

DATE: Tuesday, September 11, 1990

TIME: 7:30 P.M.

PLACE: Point of View (Century Office Plaza) 24300 Southfield Road, Southfield (between Mt. Vernon and 10 Mile Road)

SPEAKERS: 
Ron Uhlig, Group Leader, Motion Picture Products Development Eastman Kodak Company

Ben Stone, Sales/Engineer, Motion Picture/Television Products Eastman Kodak Company

SUBJECT: Cinema Digital Sound and Eastman Extended Range 5248 and 7296 Film

The Detroit Section will be presenting three meetings this fall dealing directly with motion pictures. Our first meeting is by Eastman Kodak.

The world of motion picture sound is getting better and better. In the last decade--and--a--half, we've gone from mono to stereo to surround soundtracks. At our next section meeting, Ron Uhlig will introduce attendees to the next major improvement in motion picture sound - digital sound for cinema release prints. Eastman Kodak in conjunction with Optical Radiation Company developed this new "CD quality" system for motion picture theaters. His paper will tell it all.

Local section member Ben Stone will conclude this meeting with a demonstration of Eastman's newest Extended Range Color Negative Films - EXR 5248 and 7296 35mm stock.

In October, Section Membership Chairman Hal Miller will present a tutorial on the Technicolor process to be followed by a tour of the Technicolor Videocassette duplicating facility. This meeting will require preregistration.

In November, "the man who knows more about motion picture sound than anyone" Ioan Allen will present his History of Sound in the Cinema. This is loaded with illustrations and is not to be missed by anyone interested in cinema.

MANAGERS DINNER: will be at the Golden Mushroom (lower level), 18100 W. 10 Mile Road just west of Southfield Road, 559-4230.

Guests and Non-Members Welcome

PLEASE POST ON YOUR COMPANY BULLETIN BOARD
DATE: 9 April 1991
TIME: 8:00 P.M.
PLACE: Grace and Wild Studios
        23689 Industrial Park Drive
        Farmington Hills, MI 48024

SPEAKER: Richard Strauss,
        Sony Broadcast Products

SUBJECT: Video Camera Technical Specification Measurement Techniques

Every piece of professional audio and video equipment purchased has some technical specifications attached to so that we can make comparisons. Some years ago the Federal Trade Commission specified how measurements are to be made on various pieces of consumer hi-fi equipment. Those of us in the professional world don't have this one common measurement standard denominator to make our comparisons easier. Most manufacturers don't even explain how they measure their own specifications.

Detroit Section Manager Dick Strauss will present a videotape program on exactly how Sony measures the technical specifications on the new Sony BVD-70 CCD video camera. There will be a real BVD-70 camera here for demonstration.

MANAGERS DINNER will be at Mountain Jacks, 24275 Sinaccola (North of 10 Mile Road just west of the Grand River intersection), 476-5533.

Mail your section election ballots in to headquarters!